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Posted 25 March 2024



The Access Group appoints first President, Americas



Read more
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Posted 31st January 2024



Access Hospitality announces acquisition of leading Wi-Fi provider Wireless Social



Read more
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Posted 23rd January 2024



The Access Group makes new appointments to lead on customer experience, people and sustainability



Read more
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Posted 15th January 2024



Hundreds of new jobs created by Access with the opening of new global operations centre in Romania



Read more
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Posted 14 November 2023



The access group celebrates a hat-trick of award wins



Read more
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Posted 17 August 2023



The Access Group extends its health and social care proposition in the provision of technology enabled care through the acquisition of Oysta



Read more
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Access FastTrack360



Pay workers and bill clients with precision and speed from one cloud-based system, uniquely configured to your business.

Access FastTrack360 is a powerful cloud system that effortlessly captures timesheets, calculates pay and creates invoices all online for your contractor and PAYE workforce.




Book Demo
See Software in Action
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What is Access FastTrack360?


Access FastTrack360 is a recruitment agency software that provides precision and efficiency in payroll and billing. With HMRC recognition, it ensures accuracy and compliance. Craft an exceptional customer experience, control margins, and enhance cash flow with streamlined processes. Seamlessly integrate with top recruitment CRMs like Vincere and stay compliant with changing regulations like IR35. 

Reach out to our experts to unlock the full potential of Access FastTrack360 for your business success.





Trustpilot











Benefits of using Access FastTrack360




	Process payroll faster with a comprehensive rules' engine
	Create a connected ecosystem by integrating with your front office system
	Modern SaaS technology makes the system secure and scalable
	Configure billing templates, timesheets and payslips to reflect agreements you have in place with clients
	Customizable configuration, so you can deliver business your way
	Mobile timesheets capture time easily and accurately





Download Brochure
Watch Video Demo
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Integrate FastTrack360 with your front-office




With Access FastTrack360’s powerful back-office integration you can simplify your payroll processes and empower your finance teams by automating payroll directly from your core CRM. Offering a seamless integration, navigation for enhanced data integrity, and increased efficiencies to meet complex payroll obligations.




Get free demo
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Key features of Access FastTrack360












Accelerate your payroll process




Access FastTrack360’s payroll automation functionality provides you with the speed and accuracy you need to manage high volumes of workers with ease. It saves you time by automating repetitive tasks such as data entry, calculations, and generating pay slips – enabling your staff to focus on strategic recruitment activities rather than being burdened by manual administrative work.




More on payroll automation
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Rate Management and time interpretation




Access FastTrack360’s rate management and time interpretation functionality gives you the flexibility to manage even the most complex pay agreements. Create agreements using a series of time and pay based rules, and with no limit to how many you can add, you are able to cater for your clients’ requirements. The time interpretation module works with the rates you’ve set to automatically ensure you’re sticking to the rules you’ve agreed with your client.




More on rate management
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Capture timesheets with accuracy and ease




Access FastTrack360’s timesheet capture functionality has been designed to effortlessly manage increases in the volume of timesheets and automatically ensures that any pay agreement rules you’ve set up are being calculated correctly. Workers and clients can simply create and authorise timesheets from their mobile for fast approvals allowing you to pay and bill as soon as possible – keeping your cashflow healthy.




More on timesheet capture
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Get your brand in-front of candidates and clients




Access FastTrack360’s document design tool gives you complete control of how your payslips, invoices and credit notes are structured. You can choose from multiple data points and use our pre-populated library of templates to create documents that are aligned specifically to the pay agreements you have in place with your clients.




More on document design
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See the Access FastTrack360 system in action



Watch our on-demand webinar
















[Webinar] How to automate your processes with Access FastTrack360




Watch a sneak peak of our Access Pay Solutions expert, James Coley, run through the most common pain points and challenges that he sees across the recruitment sector when it comes to payroll and billing, and how Access Fasttrack 360 is helping agencies to make their back office more efficient.




Watch all webinars
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See how FastTrack360 has helped businesses like yours succeed













Now in our commercial division where we are using the FastTrack360 online timesheets it’s only taking one day to get the timesheets, run payroll and invoice clients. Plus, we are now down from 5 adjustments to 1 per week on average.






Liz Smith

-




Complete Recruitment Solutions
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We like that you roll payroll, then you can easily do your invoicing. Plus, we’re running more volume in payroll. That’s where we’ve had efficiencies as we’ve upgraded to FastTrack360. Our payroll team is small but very efficient.

We feel as we grow further and use importing of timesheets more, and less touch, then we’ll continue to be small. We believe our back-office team will remain lean in the future.






Jacqui Russell

-




National Workforce
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We found that FastTrack360 was not only able to handle the volume of payroll required but also process it in a timely manner. Plus, their approach to project management provided us confidence that they would be there with us during the entire process.






Jamie McIntyre

-




Chandler Macleod Group
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Why our customers love Access FastTrack360




Read the case studies.
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Complete Recruitment Solutions



Read more
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Tailored Workforce



Read more




































8 steps to stream line your agency's payroll
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Looking to find out more about our pay and bill solutions for recruitment agencies?



Download our Pay Solutions brochure

















Recruitment technology that plugs into one innovative platform


From software products designed to solve key challenges, to a fully integrated solution:

- Attract and reach candidates with Access Volcanic

- Place more candidates quicker with Access Recruitment CRM and Vincere

- Ensure your agency is always compliant with Access Screening

- Pay staff and bill clients with our recruitment agency payroll software Access Pay and Bill and Access FastTrack360

- Accounts and credit control with Access Financials

- Give candidates the pay flexibility they deserve with Access EarlyPay

Discover how Access can help your entire recruitment business become more productive and efficient – giving you the freedom to focus on clients and candidates.
 









All the software you need to Attract. Manage. Pay.
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Recruitment Screening
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Pay and Bill
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